
Introduction

Ordering food is a crucial skill for English language learners, especially if they are

planning to travel or live in an English-speaking country. This ESL lesson plan aims

to provide students with the necessary vocabulary, phrases, and practical skills

required to confidently order food in a restaurant or café. Understanding how to

communicate preferences, dietary restrictions, and special requests when dining

out not only enhances language proficiency but also fosters cultural competence.

By mastering this essential skill, students can navigate real-life situations with ease

and gain confidence in their ability to interact in English-speaking environments.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Appetizer A small dish served before the main meal to stimulate the appetite

Entree The main course of a meal

Side dish A smaller portion of food served alongside the main dish

Beverage (noun) A drink; (verb) to consume a drink, especially an alcoholic one

Check, Please! A phrase used to request the bill in a restaurant or cafe.

Contextual Usage

1. When ordering at a restaurant, you might say, “I'll start with the shrimp cocktail



as an appetizer.”

2. The waiter may ask, “What would you like for your entree? We have steak and

pasta specials today.”

3. You can state your preference for side dishes by saying, “I'd like my main course

with steamed vegetables as the side dish.”

4. When selecting beverages, you could ask, “May I have a cola as my beverage

with this meal?”

5. At the end of your meal in a restaurant or café, you could signal to the server by

saying politely but firmly, “Check please!”

ESL Warm-up Activity

Begin the ESL ordering food lesson with a fun menu match-up activity. Create

laminated cards with dish names, descriptions, and prices. Divide the students into

pairs and distribute the cards. Instruct them to match the dish names to their

respective descriptions and prices. Encourage discussion in English as they work

together to solve the match-ups. This activity not only sets the tone for practicing

food-related vocabulary but also introduces a collaborative learning atmosphere,

setting the stage for active participation in subsequent lesson activities.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Menu Creation

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a specific type of

restaurant (e.g., Italian, Mexican, Asian). Provide them with ingredients and dishes

related to their assigned cuisine. Instruct the groups to create a menu for their

restaurant including appetizers, main courses, side dishes, desserts, and

beverages. Encourage them to use the vocabulary learned in previous lessons. After

the menus are complete, each group presents their menu to the class.



Roleplay: Restaurant Scenario

Pair up students and provide them with roleplay scenarios such as being a customer

ordering food or a server taking an order. Encourage natural dialogue using relevant

vocabulary. After practicing within pairs, students can perform their roleplays in

front of the class.

Listening: Food Podcast Analysis

Select a podcast or audio clip related to food culture or dining experiences for

students to listen to. Prepare some comprehension questions beforehand and have

students discuss their answers in pairs or small groups after listening.

Reading and Writing: Recipe Sharing

Ask each student to bring in a recipe from their culture or one they enjoy making. In

pairs or small groups, have them read through the recipes together and discuss any

unfamiliar ingredients or cooking methods before presenting it to the rest of the

class. This activity not only enhances reading skills but also provides an opportunity

for cultural exchange through food.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with preparing a restaurant dialogue. They can

choose to write a conversation between a customer and server, or two friends

discussing their dining preferences. The dialogue should incorporate vocabulary

and phrases related to ordering food, and students are encouraged to be creative

with their scenarios. This assignment reinforces the lesson content by allowing

students to apply the language skills they have learned in a practical context

outside of the classroom.



Conclusion

Key Points

In this lesson, we covered essential vocabulary and phrases related to ordering food

in a restaurant or café. Students learned key terms such as "appetizer," "entree,"

"side dish," "beverage," and the useful phrase, "Check, Please!"

Reflection

Reflect on how these vocabulary and phrases can be applied not only when dining

out but also in everyday conversations. Consider how practicing language skills in

real-life scenarios enhances language development and cultural competence. As

you improve your ability to communicate preferences, dietary restrictions, and

special requests when ordering food, remember that these skills are transferable to

various social interactions in English-speaking environments.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

The Relevance of Ordering Food ESL Lesson

Plan

Ordering food is a highly practical and relevant topic for ESL learning. Here's why

this lesson plan is so beneficial:

Real-Life Application



The ability to order food is an essential skill that students can immediately apply in

real-life situations, whether they travel abroad or interact with English speakers in

their local community. By practicing ordering food in a classroom setting, students

gain confidence to navigate dining experiences independently.

Cultural Competence

Food plays a significant role in culture, and understanding how to order food allows

students to explore different cuisines and customs. It fosters cultural competence

by encouraging empathy and respect for diverse dining traditions around the world.

Broad Vocabulary Development

Ordering food involves using specific vocabulary related to dishes, ingredients,

preferences, and dietary restrictions. This ESL lesson plan offers an opportunity for

vocabulary expansion by introducing key terms while also incorporating listening,

speaking, reading, and writing skills.

Social Interaction Skills

Through roleplays and discussions during the lesson activities, students develop

their social interaction skills. They learn how to engage with servers or fellow diners

politely while expressing their preferences or making special requests. These skills

extend beyond ordering food and are applicable in various social contexts.

Overall, the Ordering Food ESL Lesson Plan not only equips learners with practical

language skills but also promotes cultural awareness and enhances their overall

language development.


